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Synopsis
To achieve free-breathing liver fat and  mapping, this work combines multi-echo radial FLASH with stack-of-stars volumetric acquisition and SSA-

FARY to resolve respiratory motion. Moreover, regularized model-based reconstruction is implemented in BART to directly estimate quantitative

parameter maps from acquired k-space data. Joint spatial and temporal regularization is used in this work. The proposed method is validated with

NIST and water/fat phantoms. Furthermore, free-breathing liver studies show repeatability and good agreement between single-slice real-time and

volumetric acquisition.

INTRODUCTION
The -IDEAL [1,2,3] technique relies on a pre-calibrated  �eld inhomogeneity map and image-domain �tting to obtain quantitative water/fat

images and  maps. Model-based reconstruction [4] has been proposed to estimate parameter maps directly from acquired k-space data and

enabled higher acceleration factor in liver fat/  quanti�cation [5,6]. These techniques, however, still require either a breath hold (~20 sec) or

relatively long free-breathing scans (~4 min). To address these problems, this work extended our previously proposed multi-echo radial FLASH

sequence [7] to stack-of-stars volumetric acquisition utilizing SSA-FARY [8] to resolve respiratory motion. In addition, this work leveraged advanced

regularization methods implemented in BART [9] to achieve joint spatial and temporal regularization.

THEORY
Multi-Echo Radial FLASH

Figure 1 illustrates the multi-echo radial FLASH sequence and its corresponding -space trajectory. With the blip gradients, multiple echoes (7

echoes in this work) with di�erent radial spoke encoding are sampled per RF excitation.

Generalized Regularized Model-based Reconstruction

The independent water/fat signal sampled by multi-gradient-echo sequences is modeled as [3],

 with .

 denotes the th echo signal.  and  are the water and fat proton density, respectively. Plus, water and fat have their independent 

relaxation rate. The fat chemical-shift-induced phase modulation is  with  being the 6-peak fat spectrum with their

corresponding amplitude  [10]. The last term is the  �eld inhomogeneity ( ) induced phase modulation. Noteworthy, this model can be

reduced to the well-known single  model when assuming water and fat share the same  [1,2] or in the presence of only water. The nonlinear

model is then combined with the parallel imaging model [11] and thus , where  also includes coil sensitivity maps and 

denotes the non-uniform FFT operator of the th echo. To jointly estimate all unknowns, the objective function is

This regularized nonlinear inverse problem is solved by IRGNM [11] with ADMM [12], allowing generalized regularization terms. This work utilized (1)

joint -Wavelet spatial regularization onto the parameter maps (including , , , ), (2) spatial smoothness constraint on  �eld

inhomogeneity and coil sensitivity maps, (3) -Tikhonov regularization onto all unknowns, (4) non-negativity constraints on  maps, and (5)

temporal TV regularization for dynamic acquisition [13]. This nonlinear inverse problem is initialized with the estimate from model-based 3-point

water/fat separation [7], while  and coil sensitivity maps are initialized as 0. For 3D data, initialization uses an initial reconstruction that uses

sequential reconstruction along the partition dimension with regularization relative to the previous partition.

METHODS
Validation Studies

Both the NIST and a simple water/fat phantom were used for validation. The water/fat phantom consists of four tubes �lled with Rama (7% fat),

Kochsahne (15% fat), Schlagsahne (at least 30% fat), and peanut oil (92g fat per 100mL). The tube in the center is �lled with distilled water. MERLOT

was compared with reference  and fat fraction maps obtained via multi-gradient-echo Cartesian acquisition with pixel-wise �tting.

Free-Breathing Liver

Free-breathing liver studies were conducted with both 2D single-slice and 3D stack-of-stars protocols. Detailed acquisition parameters were �ip

angle , FOV  mm, voxel size  mm , base resolution , bandwidth  Hz/pixel, and 7 echoes with TEs

 ms and TR  ms. For single-slice acquisition, each frame consisted of  RF excitation, leading to a

temporal resolution of  ms per frame. For stack-of-stars acquisition [14], a total of  partitions and  excitation were used (i.e. total scan

time of  min).
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RESULTS
Validation Studies

As shown in Figure 2, the spatial smoothness constraint on  avoids artifacts which appear in the pixel-wise �tting reconstruction. Quantitative

analysis of the reconstructed  and fat fraction values of the selected ROIs shows good match between these two methods.

Free-Breathing Liver

Figure 3 shows reconstruction results with only spatial sparsity and with joint spatial and temporal sparsity regularization. The latter reduces noise

and streaking artifacts in the reconstructed parameter maps.

Figure 4 shows motion-resolved reconstruction results via SSA-FARY and joint spatial and temporal regularization. Quantitative analysis of both

single-slice and stack-of-stars acquisition in Table 1 shows overall agreement of quantitative  and fat fraction values between di�erent

acquisitions. In addition, the result from the 2nd scan shows close similarity to the 1st scan, which demonstrates the repeatability of the proposed

method.

Discussion and Conlusion
This work presents free-breathing and volumetric water/fat separated  and  �eld mapping of the liver based on e�cient multi-echo radial

FLASH acquisition and regularized model-based reconstruction (MERLOT). The method is validated via the NIST and water/fat phantom. Liver

studies show that the regularization technique not only improves image quality but also accelerates free-breathing volumetric acquisition. This

method might be bene�cial with a standardized water/fat phantom validation, comparison with established fat/  mapping techniques, and clinical

studies.
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Figures

Figure 1. (Left) One representative TR block of the proposed multi-echo radial FLASH sequence. (Right) The corresponding -space trajectory. In this

example, 9 echoes with di�erent k-space spokes are acquired per RF excitation. The echoes are color coded, indicating the period when the ADC is

switched on, while the white solid lines indicate either the ramp or the blip gradients.
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Figure 2. Comparison of (A) NIST phantom  maps and (B) water/fat phantom fat fraction maps from pixel-wise �tting of Cartesian multi-gradient-

echo images (Cartesian + pixel�t) and multi-echo radial FLASH with model-based reconstruction (MERLOT), respectively. The right panel displays the

correlation plot between the reference and the MERLOT values based on the depicted region of interests (ROI).

Figure 3. Comparison between regularization methods for 2D single-slice real-time acquisition. (Top) Model-based reconstruction with only spatial

sparsity regularization (joint -Wavelet). (Bottom) Model-based reconstruction with both spatial sparsity and temporal TV regularization, which is

advantageous in reducing noise and streaking artifacts.

Figure 4. Model-based reconstruction of free-breathing 3D stack-of-stars multi-echo radial acquisition. SSA-FARY was employed to extract seven

respiratory phases. (A) and (B) display the reconstructed water,  and fat fraction maps from three selected partitions at the 5th bin (end

exhalation) and the 7th bin (end inhalation), respectively. (C) Reformatted view of all respiration phases with dotted green lines indicating the

respiratory motion.
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Table 1. Quantitative analysis of liver  and fat fraction from di�erent acquisition protocols: 2D single-slice real-time acquisition (Figure 3) and 3D

stack-of-stars acquisition (Figure 4).
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